Abstract-currently, edge detection is an effective means of collecting and analyzing various diseases information from mural collections by using this and data mining based on digital orthophoto map (DOM). But it is hard to extract better edges of mural diseases with traditional edge detection algorithms. Therefore, a new K-means Sobel algorithm is proposed and two evaluation factors are given to judge the extracting effect. Experiment results demonstrate that we can get a better effect by using new method than traditional algorithms. At last, vectorizing detected results, we can gain diseases areas. On that basis, a decision tree about mural diseases severities is established to provide useful information for mural diseases investigation and repair.
I.INTRODUCTION
Mural collections are paintings like tomb, cave and temple frescoes, etc that we conserve in museums through ways of lifting and transporting. Many murals had been in endangered before lifting, but it would usually cause new emergence affected by rescue lifting, transfer and repair. Statistical data shows there are 27 kinds of mural diseases that we often encounter, such as flaking, scratch, powdering, artificial cut, glue strain, deep loss, etc.
In order to extend the artistic vitality of murals and maintain their original appearances and delay the impact of natural forces to frescos, conservation and restoration work causes great concern in social, especially for conservation workers. It is the basic guarantee for existing frescos to prolong their artistic form, and is the only way to recover to their normal. In most cases, restoration works on murals generally start from damage analysis to surfaces or deeps themselves. The comprehensive detailed diseases data are the key to help restoration work go smoothly. Digital orthophtoto map is the best electronic form of mural collections to save, which can not only display the current situations, but show original appearance before diseases invasion by image processing and virtual restoration. Furthermore, it is also an important data base to acquire mural diseases information.
Currently, it is a common method for mural diseases investigation that edge detection and GIS technology are used to process with painting DOM. In order to get full information about damaged frescos, we normally do as follows: First, process fresco grayscale orthophoto map with edge detection algorithm to generate a binary image. Second, change the opacity of freshly formed edge map to 50% and cover it on primitive colorized orthophoto map. Then trace diseases edges on overlay chart with GIS software. Finally, we can get some statistical data about diseases areas from GIS tables that are automatically generated. On that basis, we can build a decision tree with data mining method to reveal seriousness of different diseases in different painting regions. Edge detection plays an important role in the whole work. The edge graph generated in step 1 can not only position mural diseases, but save time of artificial reading; furthermore, it can regulate vectorising operation and improve precision of statistical data. Currently, there are numerous edge detection algorithms, such as Prewitt [1] , Sobel [2] , Laplace-Gauss [3] , Canny [4] , etc. But extracting effects are not ideal by using all kinds of edge detection algorithms due to uniqueness and complexity of paintings' colors and textures. Thus, K-means Sobel algorithm is presented and experiment results demonstrate that we can get a better effect with new algorithm.
II.K-MEANS SOBEL ALGORITHM

A. The basic thought
It is known that edge is one of the most basic and important features of image [5] . It can draw the outline of target object and contains a wealth of information [6] . Simply speaking, edge detection is the process of finding edge pixels and generating a black-white binary edge graph, which can reduce redundant information and retain major structure attribute of the graphic. Image segmentation [7] is to subdivide an image into independent regions to make pixels in the same region have similar features, just like gray, texture, etc, but ones in distinct parts have different characteristics. Clustering, an image segmentation method, is the process of organizing objects into different clusters. A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters [8] . K-means Sobel algorithm proposed in this paper primarily combined with clustering and edge detection, whose goal is to use clustering method to distinguish mural diseases in painting background and use edge detection method to extract diseases edges. The basic thought is shown in Fig. 1 : First, convert a gray image to dataset H whose value domain is from 0 to 255. Then, classify each value to N classes (each class is expressed by its average value) with K-means clustering algorithm to get a dataset J that only contains N kinds of values. Next, convolve dataset J with Sobel formula and eliminate non-edge pixels through setting corresponding threshold to get dataset Z. This dataset only contains two values: 0 and 255. Convert it to graph and we can get a black-white binary edge image. (1)Choose K initial average values at random, 
C. Algorithm application
There are various kinds of mural diseases, in which we frequently meet flaking, deep loss ( Fig. 2 -a, the red is mural background, the yellow is disease), powdering, mud besmirch (Fig. 2-c ), paint loss ( Fig. 2-e) , cracks, scratch, salt efflorescence, glue stain ( Fig. 2 -g, the black is glue stain, the yellow is paint loss), etc. Every kind of mural diseases has its own unique texture feature and (Fig. 2-h ) or to that of painting background ( Fig. 2-f ). So common edge algorithms are hard to extract edges of these diseases, new algorithm we presented combines edge detection with clustering method. Clustering can divide similar values to one class, so we can better discriminate these diseases by using clustering method through setting proper threshold. Based on this, we can get more comprehensive information about mural diseases edges with edge detection algorithm.
D. Experimental results
Experimental data are all from colorized orthophoto maps of Inner Mongolia huabian Buddha. We gray these colorized images first, and then process them with Prewitt, Sobel, Canny, Laplace-Gauss, Grayscale Morphology and K-means Sobel. Extensive tests are carried out for every edge detection algorithm through setting different thresholds. Next, binary images that have better extracting effects are chosen. Finally, changing their opacities and covering them on primitive colorized orthophoto maps (Fig. 3) , we can clearly find that extracting effects of mural diseases edges used by Kmeans Sobel algorithm are more comprehensive and accurate. Prewitt Sobel
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E. Algorithms evaluation
It is difficult to assess edge detection algorithm [9] , as: First, complexities of practical images lead to different results of edge detection, as all kinds of cases are hard to evaluate. Likewise evaluation results were not representative. Second, some algorithms have parameters, whose selections directly affect detection results, so we could only contrast the algorithms when the parameters are given appropriately. Third, we lack of authoritative performance judgment. Current evaluation methods mostly specific to simple images and even more it is hard to prove their own effectiveness.
Painting images are generally complicated, whose textures appear more complex with the influence of mural diseases. The existing edge detection evaluation methods are not suitable in this respect. In consideration of practical significance of mural diseases investigation, we propose two evaluation criterions: disease recognition percentage and edge continuity.
What we mostly concern about is that how can we identify different kinds of mural diseases all sidedly. A good edge detection algorithm should extract diseases edges as much as possible. Diseases recognition percentage is a new method we proposed to judge the extracting results. It is the ratio between amount of diseases edges extracted by edge detection and that recognized by experts in allusion to the same mural disease in the same gray image (Equation 3).
N=Nb/Nz.
Where N is diseases recognition percentage, Nb is the amount of diseases edges extracted by edge detection; Nz is the amount of diseases edges recognized by experts.
Normally, edge detection algorithms could not extract all diseases form mural gray image. On the one hand, different parameters setting leads to extraordinary diverse effect of edge detection and it is hard to choose absolutely proper parameters , on the other hand, gray values of some diseases in gray image are similar to that of other diseases or painting background and algorithm can not extract edges among them. But diseases found by fresco experts are authoritative, so we regard them as the whole amount of one kind of diseases (greater than or equal to diseases amount detected by edge algorithms). Excellent edge detection algorithm should have higher diseases recognition percentage. The highest percentage is 1, which means this algorithm can extract all diseases edges of a kind, and the lowest is 0, which means none disease can be found.
In order to get Nz, we invite mural experts to check up the colorized orthophoto map to identify and record one kind of diseases (Fig. 4-left) , then we obtain Nb in binary image on the basis of Nz (Fig. 4-right) .Finally, we calculate N and record it in Table 1 . We can clearly see that effects of extracting edges of artificial cut, scratch, cracks and mud besmirch are excellent. Each algorithm can almost extract all. But only K-means Sobel algorithm can obtain a higher diseases recognition percentage to glue stain and paint loss ( Edge continuity demands that the test results of edge detection are continuous and no breakages in extracted edges. Discontinuous algorithms directly lead to edge crack in image, even error edge connection [5] .
Edge continuity is estimated by visual way qualitatively. The concrete method is that we choose an independent mural disease in image, and then analyze its continuity by visual inspection. Seen from Fig. 6 , results gotten by K-means Sobel algorithm is best. Prewitt Sobel
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III.DISEASES DECISION TREE GENERATION
Accurate data source are the important basic of data analysis. In the second part of this paper, we have gotten some paintings binary images with K-means Soble algorithm, which contain mural diseases marginal information. Next, we will introduce how to generate a decision tree about planar mural diseases to reveal seriousness of different diseases in different painting regions from three experimental maps (Fig. 7) . 
A. Edge extraction
First of all, mural DOM is preprocessed with grayscaling. Second, K-means Sobel edge detection algorithm is implemented on the image. Through setting different thresholds, we compare and analyze the experimental results to choose one that has the best edge extracting effect, whose goal is to acquire more comprehensive diseases marginal information in binary images. The feasibility of the new algorithm has been demonstrated in part two of this paper. Then, change the opacity of freshly formed binary edge map to 50% and cover it on primitive colorized orthophoto map. Next, different vector layers are created in accordance with diseases types. We use colorized mural DOM to judge diseases types and trace diseases outlines in corresponding layers on overlay chart with GIS software (Fig. 8) . 
B. Mural diseases information acquisition
In order to provide important mural diseases information for archaeological conservator, we need to process diseases attribute tables and mine useful knowledge and rules from them. Attribute-oriented induction (AOI) is cited to solve this problem. It is a relational database query-oriented, generalization-based, on-line data analysis technique, which is proposed in 1989 for the first time, and Jiawei Han [8] gave a comprehensive introduction.
The general idea of attribute-oriented induction [8] is to first collect the task-relevant data using a relational database query and then perform generalization based on the examination of the number of distinct values of each attribute in the relevant set of data. The generalization is performed by either attribute removal or attribute generalization (also known as concept hierarchy ascension). Aggregation is performed by merging identical, generalized tuples, and accumulating their respective counts.
This reduces the size of the generalized data set. The resulting generalized relation can be mapped into different forms for presentation to the user, such as charts or rules.
C. Diseases information processing
Twenty-one attribute tables have been gotten from 3 colorize fresco DOM. These tables mainly contain systematic fields like ID, Shape, Shape_Area, Shape_Length, etc, and some user-created fields, such as Name, Note (Fig. 9 ). In accordance with the basic thought of AOI, some fields need to be generalized, but other fields that have nothing with the formation of characteristic rules or is not proper to hierarchy ascension need to be removed or ignored. In abovementioned fields, we generalize field Area, but ignore FID, Shape, Name, Shape_Length and Note. The total area of each type of mural disease is calculated by accumulating all values in field Area and recorded in a new table (Table 2) .As values in Table 2 are numerical and are hard to further upgrade their conceptual hierarchies, we need to convert them form numerical to enumeration type [10] . That is, we should divide each recorded value to different levels in accordance with the sizes of diseases areas. Hierarchical structure is defined as follows in the light of instructions by mural conservation experts: 0~10000mm 
D. The Result Show of attribute-oriented induction
The resulting generalized relation table can be mapped into different forms, such as charts or rules. But they are not clear enough to manifest structures of dataset and inherent relationship between the attribute fields. To show severities of different diseases in each painting, we express generalized results as decision tree. Decision tree is a tree structure that is similar to the flow chart, which is normally used for clustering, prediction and classification. There are numerous decision tree algorithms, such as ID3 [11] , C4.5 [12] , CART [13] , SLIQ [14] , SPRINT [15] .ID3 algorithm is chosen to create a decision tree about diseases severities of mural collections, which is based on Shannon information theory. By way of information gain, attribute is splitted to make the partitioning results contain least information [8] .
In the experiment, we take field 'Diseases types' and 'Paintings' in Table 3 as inputting attribute and field 'Diseases severities' as outputting attribute to generate a decision tree in the form of graph (Fig. 10) . There must be a path from root node to leaf node in decision tree, and each path corresponds to a rule like 'if…then'. When rule is formed, each leaf node generates a rule and each division creates a condition in rule. The final leaf node corresponds to the content of 'then'. Specifically speaking, the rule is expressed as follows: if condition A and condition B and condition C…then conclusion X.
The decision tree about mural diseases is translated to rules. Rules are given as follows: 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a complete set of extracting and analytical process of mural diseases information, which is based on mural digital orthophoto map. Allowing for uniqueness of painting image, K-means Sobel algorithm is presented to extract diseases outlines in fresco images. In consideration of practical significance of mural diseases information acquisition, we give two evaluation criterions to estimate the effectiveness of extracting results-diseases recognition percentage and edge continuity. Form the experiment we can easily find that new algorithm has a better extracting effect. After vectorizing detected results, attribute-oriented inductive method is used to reduce data. As knowledge forms of traditional AOI are usually expressed as diagrams and tables, which are hard to exhibit the in-depth knowledge of datasets. A decision tree about severity of mural diseases is established to show different murals damage in different experimental regions. It can not only provide precise and concise disease statistics for murals worker, but provide effective decision support for analyzing diseases distributions, damaged condition and disease mechanism. In addition, the related data generated in the process of disease information extraction and analysis can be used as the basis archives to provide detailed accurate materials for mural diseases investigation and repair.
